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2) Models after June 2015 comes standard with a USB PEN Drive
with all the needed instructions, software, preset files. You can request a copy only via email to
support@pviusa.com specifying your version of HW and SW on top of the Welcome web
interface of your system
3) In case of need > Load the Default Configuration File to restore our best factory settings
In case of need, you can restore the Default Best Settings by loading the default configuration
file from your USB Memory > CONFIGURATIONS FILES FOLDER > default configuration.
From the computer WEB interface > BACKUP/LOAD > BROWSE the wanted configuration file
on the usb > LOAD. For the computer operation see the configuration via computer next on
this manual.

Read Me First

1) This unit is already pre-configured
Follow the quick start points on the next page to operate the unit plug n play
There is no need to reset the unit
If you reset the unit from the front panel, all settings will be lost, and you will need to set again
all the parameters as per this manual.

4) If you need to install MULTIPLE UNITS
these must be set to different frequencies, channels names & numbers to operate on the same
coax without conflicts.
Depending from the model there might be ready-to-go configuration files stored on your USB PEN to
configure units 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 …
From the computer WEB interface > BACKUP/LOAD > BROWSE the wanted configuration 1, 2, 3, 4,
5… file on the usb > LOAD. For the computer operation see the configuration via computer next on
this manual.
5) If you are looking for a specific configuration
just follow this manual, page by page, for each of your units.
At the end you can save your specific backup file for this configuration for future use
6) For tech support, the most rapid service is to send an EMAIL to support@provideoinstruments.com,
so we can respond to you Monday to Friday 9am – 4pm est with manuals, pictures, guides, and
rapid suggestions we cannot send you over the phone. Tech support via email usually replies in
minutes, very urgently. Email send Friday afternoon are replied Monday. All US National and FL
Holidays excluded.
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QUICK START HERE
1) Connect your Video Sources > Front panel Led CH1 CH2 CH3 CH4 turns on
This process is automatic, and there is no setting when you use HDMI or SDI
If you want to use other inputs you need to configure the video input first from the web interface
as described next on this manual
If one of the inputs is not valid or not connected, the ALARM led under the CH1 will turn on
The alarm led is one, for all the inputs, and turns on when one input is not valid

For your first test use a DVD or BLURAY or APPLE TV device
Do not use a computer for the first test as its video card might require additional configurations to
make it the same format as the dvd or bluray ( 720p / 1080i / 1080p @ 59.94 frames per second USA
TV Standard )
If you are using a computer out and the channel led on our front panel does not turn on, it means the video
format from the computer is wrong, not acceptable to run over coax to the TV Antenna mpeg decoder, so
you need to do a test with another type of source first, and then make the computer out the same as the
working source as per the specs above

FOR DIRECT TV BOX Connection :
1) SETTINGS>DISPLAY>VIDEO > native=ON / SCREEN= original
2) SETTINGS>DISPLAY>TV RESOLUTION > select 1080i and 1080p ONLY
all other resolution checkbox must be UNSELECTED
note: if your TVs are not FULL HD 1080, then you must select 720p
so the distribution will be in 720p only and your 720p TVs will decode it
2) Connect a first test TV with a short piece of coax cable, then scan for the channels
The found frequencies will show the channels on position 1 2 3 4 on the TV channel list
IMPORTANT : Make sure your TV ANTENNA MODE is set to CABLE QAM, and when you scan for the
channels you scan selecting STD mode scan ( available on some TVs )
IMPORTANT : If your TV is not receiving the channels, please test with another brand/model of TV as
Panasonic, Samsung, LG, Sony, Sharp, just to compare, as there might be some other settings on
the current tv that needs to be changed first.
3) After the above test is ok, you can connect the unit to your coax distribution and scan all the TVs to
find the channels
IMPORTANT : if you are not receiving the signal on the other TVs, please use the same first test TV
which was perfectly working, and move it step by step to the various locations through the coax, to
find where the signal stops.
There could be too much loss of signal on the coax, so you need to add a line amplifier, or there
could be a signal amplifier which is distorting the signal as our output might be too high and needs
to be lowered from the modulator web control page
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Tech Support
After going through this manual, should you have any question or need tech support
the best and fastest way is to send an email to support@pviusa.com
When you send a tech support request, please be very specific so we can understand and help you asap
Why the email is faster than the phone call ?
Because we can address your email to a very specific engineer, and he can send you a quick and precise
reply with pictures, step by step guides, or files we cannot do on the phone
The emails are responded very quickly, usually within 30 minutes, Monday to Thursday 9 am – 5pm EST,
and Friday 9 am to Noon.
Requests sent Friday Afternoon, Saturday and Sunday will be replied as soon as possible the following
Monday or the Business day
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Your unit has 4 independent channels / inputs, each with analog & digital connectors, you can select via software per
each of the channels:
HDMI Input : Connect your Digital audio/video with one single hdmi digital cable – this is the best quality solution
NOTE : you can use this port to input Dolby Pass Through stereo / 5.1 / 7.1
Component Input : Connect your RGB analog HD/SD video using the RED GREEN BLUE RCA
Composite Input : Connect your CVBS composite SD video using the RED RCA out of the RGB set
Closed Captioning Input : Connect your CVBS CC signal to the YELLOW RCA marked CC
Analog L/R Audio Input : Connect your L/R analog audio to the RED / WHITE RCA marked AUDIO

Connections

AUDIO VIDEO INPUTS:

OPTICAL Digital audio ( option ) : Connect your TOSLink optical audio to the TOSLink optical ports
NOTE : you can use this port to input Dolby Pass Through stereo / 5.1 / 7.1, alternative to the HDMI

RF COAX OUTPUT:
Your unit has 1 RF Coax out port, F-TYPE
This output is already amplified and goes directly to your coax splitter box from where all the coax cables distributes to all
your TVs.
This output is already amplified and usually does not require additional external amplifiers
The level can be adjusted up to +45 db millivots
IMPORTANT : SHOULD YOU USE ESTERNAL COAX AMPLIFIERS, YOU MIGHT NEED TO REDUCE OUR POWER
OUT IN ORDER TO AVOID SIGNAL DISTORSION OF THESE AMPLIFIERS
The typical symptom is pixelisation or signal lost on the TV, please remove your amplifiers or reduce our power
out in single steps until the picture on your TVs is perfect.
Should you have a spectrum analyzer you can also adjust the levels through it for the perfection
Coax out : Connect to your distribution splitter to all the TVs. You can also connect directly to one TV without any risk,
also full power, as all the TVs supports +45dbmv input with no problem and have the agc automatic gain control
Coax In : Connect to an incoming coaxial feed with third party channels, as from cable operators, or your indoor/outdoor
antenna. The injected channels are mixed with the VECOAX channels and output mixed to the RF OUT connector.
NOTE : The insertion loss is 6 db TYP, as any passive combiner, so you will need to compensate the incoming signal of 6
dB to get the same original level you apply to the input. You can also add a coax amplifier before entering the Coax in.
IMPORTANT: Cable providers might have special signals on their coax. It is a common practice to inject our
coax output to the coax combiner, avoiding to pass-through our unit the cable operator coax feed and their
special signals, so we do not change their specific signal path.
IMPORTANT: Do your first tests on a simple test bench, connecting a test TV directly with a short piece of coax to
our RF COAX OUT, scanning for channels. Leave other channels feeds disconnected at first.
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Your unit has 1 ASI Input and 2 ASI Output BNC ports, to add transport stream data from any ASI external source, or
to feed any ASI device with the transport stream REMUX generated from the unit
Usually the ASI ports are not used.
Please see the related special ASI application page for more details.

REMOTE CONTROL NETWORK PORT:
Your unit has 1 RJ45 standard LAN Network port to remote control the unit from a computer
You can connect your Laptop with a simple network patch cord, directly, no need for a cross cable, then use your
favorite browser to setup and control the unit faster and easier.
Please refer to the Configuration Via Computer chapter for all the details.

Connections

ASI I/O Ports ( option ):

DO NOT CONNECT THE REMOTE CONTROL PORT and the IPTV STREAMING PORT ON THE SAME SWITCH
Failing this could result with the remote control port not responding because the flood of packets

IPTV STREAMING NETWORK PORT ( option ):
Your unit has 1 RJ45 standard LAN Network port to stream the video channels over LAN/WIFI/WAN Networks.
The video channels can be played on any ip device through the proper video play application, mostly free downloadable
from internet.
Please refer to the IP STREAMING chapter for all the details.
DO NOT CONNECT THE REMOTE CONTROL PORT and the IPTV STREAMING PORT ON THE SAME SWITCH
Failing this could result with the remote control port not responding because the flood of packets
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For an easy and quick configuration of your parameters we suggest to connect a laptop and use the WEB Browser
interface
The default WEB ADDRESS to enter on the navigation of your web browser is 192.168.0.136
So you need to set first your computer to a valid network address to communicate to the unit address.
As example you can set your computer to 192.168.0.100, so it will be able to “ talk “ to the unit
Here is a quick example of how to configure a Windows 8 PC to connect to the REMOTE CONTROL port on the
modulator

On windows 8 desktop select the network icon on botton right

Configuration via Computer

Easy Setup & Customization to your parameters

1) Select ethernet
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Configuration via Computer

Select PROPERTIES
2)
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Select INTERNET PROTOCOL VERSION 4 - PROPERTIES

Configuration via Computer

3)
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Select USE FOLLOWING IP ADDRESS and enter the value 192.168.2.100,
then ckick OK

Configuration via Computer

4)
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Close all the Network Setup Windows

Configuration via Computer

5)

6) Open Internet Explorer or Google Chrome or Firefox browser.
In the address field of your browser enter 192.168.0.136 then click enter
11

The Login Splash page should appear,
then login with user = admin and password = admin
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On the web interface select INPUT 1 to control the audio video and assignment for channel 1 and 2
Copy the values and selections as on the picture for a perfect operation

Configure Channels 1 & 2

Video Inputs & Encoders setup

The column on the LEFT controls the FIRST INPUT CHANNEL
The column on the RIGHT controls the SECOND INPUT CHANNEL
When done, Click the APPLY BUTTON to set the parameters
Copy the values on the picture for the best factory-standard settings
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PLEASE NOTE : THE COMPOSITE VIDEO INPUT IS THE RED RCA out of the rgb
the Yellow is ONLY for the closed captioning capture
Video Format = Select between MPEG2 and MPEG4 H264 video compression
– default in USA/CANADA/MEXICO is MPEG2
LOW DELAY = Set the speed and operation mode of the encoder to make the TV to decode faster or slower.
– default is NORMAL – Works on any TV
– mode1 = FASTER ( 50 milliseconds encoding time )
– mode2 = Mid Speed ( 150 milliseconds encoding time )
– manual = Adjust the speed through the DTS parameter – 1= faster / 500= slower
While in manual you should set the GOP B frame to 1 and the Pframe to 6 for the best quality
Important : the Low delay mode 1 and 2 send I-FRAME only to the TV antenna mpeg decoder ( fast mode )
If the TV decoder is not fast enough, it might drop frames.
If this is the case, use the manual mode, and find the best setting adjusting the DTS from 1 ( fast ) to a higher
value ( reduce the speed ). You might also try to use DTS 1 and increase the Value of Bframes from 1 to 2
or 3 ( max ) so help slower tv decoders to decode “ faster “
CC Switch = Select ON if you feed CLOSED CAPTIONING CVBS Signal to the YELLOW RCA,
otherwise leave OFF
– default in USA/CANADA/MEXICO is ON
Video Bitrate = Quality of the video
– default for USA QAM CABLE = 19000 ( 19 Megabits )
DTS Delay = Active only with the low delay – see above
GOP BFrame = Active only with the low delay – see above
GOP PFrame = Active only with the low delay – see above

Configure Channels 1 & 2

Interface = Select the input connector/s you want to use, as HDMI or YPbPr Component or CVBS Composite
– default is HDMI

H264 Profile = Active only when the Video Format is selected to H264 MPEG4 – Usually Not used for US TVs.
Select between the different profiles of the MPEG4 H264 formats, depending from the MPEG4 H264 Decoder and
application. Usually this parameter is not used as the US Television are MPEG2, so this control is not active while in
mpeg2 video mode
– default = not used
H264 Level = Active only when the Video Format is selected to H264 MPEG4 – Usually Not used for US TVs.
Select between the different levels of the MPEG4 H264 formats, depending from the MPEG4 H264 Decoder and
application. Usually this parameter is not used as the US Television are MPEG2, so this control is not active while in
mpeg2 video mode
– default = not used
Auto Config = When selected, the channel will auto-detect the input resolution between 480i / 720p / 1080i / 1080p
@59.94 frames per second standard USA TV.
NOTE: If your unit has the 720p processors Chipsets in place of the 1080p ones, this selector will not be active and the
resolution will be max 720p
– default for the 1080p models = SELECTED
Resolution = Not active when the AUTO CONFIG checkbox is selected
If the Auto Config check box is not selected, it means you want to set a specific video size to the output for this channel,
so this check box will allow you to set the size of the Picture to the output after encoding. You might need to use this to
reduce a 1080p to a 720p format to make a video compatible to 720p only televisions, or just to reduce the format and
reduce the bitrate when used for ip streaming to narrow bandwidth networks
– default = not used – not active / otherwise select : 1920*1080i 60i or 1280*720 60p or 720*480 60i for US TVs
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Configure Channels 1 & 2

Audio Format = Compression format for the Audio. You can select between the regular DOLBY STEREO AC3 and
MPEG2 / AAC, or PASSTHROUGH in case you feed the unit with dolby 5.1 or THX 7.1 so the original compressed
bitrsteam passes through as is.
– default = AC3
NOTE : if your video source is only outputing compressed bitstreams ( 5.1 / 7.1 / stereo ) you might need to
change this to AC3 PASS HDMI if from HDMI or AC3 PASS SPDIF if from the audio optical input
Dialog Normalization = Level of audio for Dolby Compression
– default = -24
Audio Source = Select the input connector for the AUDIO, as HDMI digital, or OPTICAL or L/R Analog
– default = AUTO
Audio Bitrate = Select the quality for the Audio
– default = 192 kilobits
Audio Gain = Adjust the level for the L/R ANALOG audio input. No effect on the optical or hdmi digital audio as it is
digital and goes from 0 to 100% values
– default = 100
OUT Enable = Address the output of this encoder channel to the wanted frequency modulator out ( A B C D )
Each modulator out has its own frequency on your coax.
If you check A, this video encoder will be sent to the frequency A output
Usually you will check ONE encoder per each of the A B C D frequency modulators out, so there will be one tv service
only per each frequency on the coax, with the maximum quality.
Where needed, multiple encoder channels can be selected to the same frequency out, making a multiplex of more tv
services within the same frequency modulator out. In this case, the video bitrates of each encoder will need to be
decreased as necessary, so the sum of all the videos sent to the same frequency out will not exceed the maximum
bitrate allowed by the frequency ( 36 megabit/s for USA QAM 256 )
The default is selecting A for the first channel, B for the second channel, C for the third channel and D for the fourth
channel, so each frequency will do 1 full quality channel
The Checkbox E send the encoder channel to the ASI data output ( OPTION ) and the default is selected on all
channels, so the ASI out will have the sum of all the encoders ( multiplex )
– default = COPY THE SELECTION AS ON THE PICTURE Here above
Service Provider = The name of the Headend ( any id , or the name of the company ).
– default = PVI for the first channel on the left
– default = PVI for the second channel on the right
Program Name = This is the Program name Lable to recognize this channel. This is Not the channel name which
pop up on the tv screens. The on screen pop up name is set in the SHORT NAME field ahead on this page.
You can set this Program name the same as the Short Name.
As example “ DIRECTV1 “
– default for the left column = HD1
– default for the right column = HD2
SERVICE ID = Is the ID number of this stream.
- in case you use one single frequency out for the two channels, this number must be set differently fro the two channels
– default for the left column = 1 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 2 ( displays 0x when saved )
PMT PID = Id of the PMT Descriptor Stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 100 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 104 ( displays 0x when saved )
VIDEO PID = Id of the Video Stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 101 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 105 ( displays 0x when saved )
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PCR PID = Id of the PCR stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 101 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 105 ( displays 0x when saved )
VIDEO DOT = Dot is GREEN When a valid video is connected and the proper video input is selected
If the video dot is RED, check your source is set to output 59.94 frames per second
standard US Television format, test with a DVD Player or a Bluray disk player FIRST
DO NOT USE A COMPUTER AS VIDEO SOURCE AT FIRST as it might require
to configure the computer output to make it the same as the DVD or BlurayDisk to be compatible
to the TV OVER COAX MPEG Standard ( USA = 480i / 720p / 1080i @ 59.94 frames/s )
If the Video Dot switch between Green/Red Continuously, your video source is feeding
a wrong video format, Not Suitable for the Video Over Coax distribution.
Most likely it is 60 frames, and the US Over Coax Standard is 59.94
Please test with another source as a DVD to compare, then change the video source for a proper
valid output @ 59.94 frames. In case your source does not support the US Coax format standard
a little video adapter can be added on the video cable to adapt the video to standard US format
IF the video source works when connected directly ( hdmi or video ) to the tv, this is because
the tv is a slave monitor device when connected via video cable, different from when the tv
works receiving from the coax using its built-in coax MPEG Video receiver decoder
VIDEO FORMAT = When the Video Dot is Green, this displays the current video format from the input
BITRATE = When the Video Dot is Green, this displays the current TOTAL BITRATE for this channel

Configure Channels 1 & 2

AUDIO PID = Id of the Audio Stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 102 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 106 ( displays 0x when saved )
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Configure Channels 3 & 4

On the web interface select INPUT 2 to control the audio video and assignment for channel 3 and 4
Copy the values and selections as on the picture for a perfect operation

The column on the LEFT controls the THIRD INPUT CHANNEL
The column on the RIGHT controls the FOURTHD INPUT CHANNEL
When done, Click the APPLY BUTTON to set the parameters
Copy the values on the picture for the best factory-standard settings
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PLEASE NOTE : THE COMPOSITE VIDEO INPUT IS THE RED RCA out of the rgb
the Yellow is ONLY for the closed captioning capture
Video Format = Select between MPEG2 and MPEG4 H264 video compression
– default in USA/CANADA/MEXICO is MPEG2
LOW DELAY = Set the speed and operation mode of the encoder to make the TV to decode faster or slower.
– default is NORMAL – Works on any TV
– mode1 = FASTER ( 50 milliseconds encoding time )
– mode2 = Mid Speed ( 150 milliseconds encoding time )
– manual = Adjust the speed through the DTS parameter – 1= faster / 500= slower
While in manual you should set the GOP B frame to 1 and the Pframe to 6 for the best quality
Important : the Low delay mode 1 and 2 send I-FRAME only to the TV antenna mpeg decoder ( fast mode )
If the TV decoder is not fast enough, it might drop frames.
If this is the case, use the manual mode, and find the best setting adjusting the DTS from 1 ( fast ) to a higher
value ( reduce the speed ). You might also try to use DTS 1 and increase the Value of Bframes from 1 to 2
or 3 ( max ) so help slower tv decoders to decode “ faster “
CC Switch = Select ON if you feed CLOSED CAPTIONING CVBS Signal to the YELLOW RCA,
otherwise leave OFF
– default in USA/CANADA/MEXICO is ON
Video Bitrate = Quality of the video
– default for USA QAM CABLE = 19000 ( 19 Megabits )
DTS Delay = Active only with the low delay – see above
GOP BFrame = Active only with the low delay – see above
GOP PFrame = Active only with the low delay – see above

Configure Channels 3 & 4

Interface = Select the input connector/s you want to use, as HDMI or YPbPr Component or CVBS Composite
– default is HDMI

H264 Profile = Active only when the Video Format is selected to H264 MPEG4 – Usually Not used for US TVs.
Select between the different profiles of the MPEG4 H264 formats, depending from the MPEG4 H264 Decoder and
application. Usually this parameter is not used as the US Television are MPEG2, so this control is not active while in
mpeg2 video mode
– default = not used
H264 Level = Active only when the Video Format is selected to H264 MPEG4 – Usually Not used for US TVs.
Select between the different levels of the MPEG4 H264 formats, depending from the MPEG4 H264 Decoder and
application. Usually this parameter is not used as the US Television are MPEG2, so this control is not active while in
mpeg2 video mode
– default = not used
Auto Config = When selected, the channel will auto-detect the input resolution between 480i / 720p / 1080i / 1080p
@59.94 frames per second standard USA TV.
NOTE: If your unit has the 720p processors Chipsets in place of the 1080p ones, this selector will not be active and the
resolution will be max 720p
– default for the 1080p models = SELECTED
Resolution = Not active when the AUTO CONFIG checkbox is selected
If the Auto Config check box is not selected, it means you want to set a specific video size to the output for this channel,
so this check box will allow you to set the size of the Picture to the output after encoding. You might need to use this to
reduce a 1080p to a 720p format to make a video compatible to 720p only televisions, or just to reduce the format and
reduce the bitrate when used for ip streaming to narrow bandwidth networks
– default = not used – not active / otherwise select : 1920*1080i 60i or 1280*720 60p or 720*480 60i for US TVs
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Configure Channels 3 & 4

Audio Format = Compression format for the Audio. You can select between the regular DOLBY STEREO AC3 and
MPEG2 / AAC, or PASSTHROUGH in case you feed the unit with dolby 5.1 or THX 7.1 so the original compressed
bitrsteam passes through as is.
– default = AC3
NOTE : if your video source is only outputing compressed bitstreams ( 5.1 / 7.1 / stereo ) you might need to
change this to AC3 PASS HDMI if from HDMI or AC3 PASS SPDIF if from the audio optical input
Dialog Normalization = Level of audio for Dolby Compression
– default = -24
Audio Source = Select the input connector for the AUDIO, as HDMI digital, or OPTICAL or L/R Analog
– default = AUTO
Audio Bitrate = Select the quality for the Audio
– default = 192 kilobits
Audio Gain = Adjust the level for the L/R ANALOG audio input. No effect on the optical or hdmi digital audio as it is
digital and goes from 0 to 100% values
– default = 100
OUT Enable = Address the output of this encoder channel to the wanted frequency modulator out ( A B C D )
Each modulator out has its own frequency on your coax.
If you check A, this video encoder will be sent to the frequency A output
Usually you will check ONE encoder per each of the A B C D frequency modulators out, so there will be one tv service
only per each frequency on the coax, with the maximum quality.
Where needed, multiple encoder channels can be selected to the same frequency out, making a multiplex of more tv
services within the same frequency modulator out. In this case, the video bitrates of each encoder will need to be
decreased as necessary, so the sum of all the videos sent to the same frequency out will not exceed the maximum
bitrate allowed by the frequency ( 36 megabit/s for USA QAM 256 )
The default is selecting A for the first channel, B for the second channel, C for the third channel and D for the fourth
channel, so each frequency will do 1 full quality channel
The Checkbox E send the encoder channel to the ASI data output ( OPTION ) and the default is selected on all
channels, so the ASI out will have the sum of all the encoders ( multiplex )
– default = COPY THE SELECTION AS ON THE PICTURE Here above
Service Provider = The name of the Headend ( any id , or the name of the company ).
– default = PVI for the first channel on the left
– default = PVI for the second channel on the right
Program Name = This is the Program name Lable to recognize this channel. This is Not the channel name which
pop up on the tv screens. The on screen pop up name is set in the SHORT NAME field ahead on this page.
You can set this Program name the same as the Short Name.
As example “ DIRECTV1 “
– default for the left column = HD3
– default for the right column = HD4
SERVICE ID = Is the ID number of this stream.
- in case you use one single frequency out for the two channels, this number must be set differently fro the two channels
– default for the left column = 3 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 4 ( displays 0x when saved )
PMT PID = Id of the PMT Descriptor Stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 200 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 204 ( displays 0x when saved )
VIDEO PID = Id of the Video Stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 201 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 205 ( displays 0x when saved )
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PCR PID = Id of the PCR stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 201 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 205 ( displays 0x when saved )
VIDEO DOT = Dot is GREEN When a valid video is connected and the proper video input is selected
If the video dot is RED, check your source is set to output 59.94 frames per second
standard US Television format, test with a DVD Player or a Bluray disk player FIRST
DO NOT USE A COMPUTER AS VIDEO SOURCE AT FIRST as it might require
to configure the computer output to make it the same as the DVD or BlurayDisk to be compatible
to the TV OVER COAX MPEG Standard ( USA = 480i / 720p / 1080i @ 59.94 frames/s )
If the Video Dot switch between Green/Red Continuously, your video source is feeding
a wrong video format, Not Suitable for the Video Over Coax distribution.
Most likely it is 60 frames, and the US Over Coax Standard is 59.94
Please test with another source as a DVD to compare, then change the video source for a proper
valid output @ 59.94 frames. In case your source does not support the US Coax format standard
a little video adapter can be added on the video cable to adapt the video to standard US format
IF the video source works when connected directly ( hdmi or video ) to the tv, this is because
the tv is a slave monitor device when connected via video cable, different from when the tv
works receiving from the coax using its built-in coax MPEG Video receiver decoder
VIDEO FORMAT = When the Video Dot is Green, this displays the current video format from the input
BITRATE = When the Video Dot is Green, this displays the current TOTAL BITRATE for this channel

Configure Channels 3 & 4

AUDIO PID = Id of the Audio Stream – do not change unless your application requires it
– default for the left column = 202 ( displays 0x when saved )
– default for the right column = 206 ( displays 0x when saved )
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This modulator can output up to 4 different frequencies, usually one per each video input for the maximum quality
These 4 frequencies can be “ adjacent “ following the frequencies table at the end of this manual
When you select the first frequency to use, check on the frequencies table that the following 3 channels are following in
steps of 6 mhz
As example, using frequency 195 as first frequency ( CH 10 ) the following 3 frequencies will be
201 ( CH 11 ) 207 ( CH 12 ) 213 ( CH 13 )
In case of need, the used frequencies can be spanned each-other but must stay within a max window of 50 MHZ
The used frequencies on the coax are “ the carriers “ of the digital audio and video to the televisions.
To set the DESTINATION MEMORY POSITION / REMOTE CONTROL BUTTON on your TVs for each channel
you must use the VCT Virtual Channel Table setting, next on this manual.
As example, you might have free frequencies on your coax around frequency 133 and above, but you want these
channels to be listed on your tvs as 1 2 3 4..
The VCT makes this possible, so the physical used frequencies on the coax, and the destination memory positions
on your tvs are independent.
The VCT also allows you the set the SHORT NAME which are the CALL LETTERS that pop-up on your tv screens
when you switch the channels
On the web interface select MODULATOR to control the coax frequencies
Copy the values and selections as on the picture for a perfect operation

Set the Coax Frequencies

Set the Frequencies to use on the Distribution Coax
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STANDARD = change the modulation standard
– default for USA = J83B
CONSTELLATION = when in J83B, 64 QAM and 256 QAM are available
– default for USA = 256 QAM
NOTE : should you have issues on older coax cables so the signal cannot reach all the TVs correctly because
some signal distortion, you can try to compensate the loss of signal quality by changing to 64 QAM
This selection just reduces the number of the QAM carriers, not the video or audio quality
SYMBOL RATE = when in J83B, this field is auto-selected by the 64 QAM and 256 QAM modes
– default = auto-selected / read only
RF FREQUENCY A B C D = These are the 4 frequencies the modulator will output to the coax, in sequence from the
lowest ( A ) to the highest ( D ).
You can enter the first value A, then click apply, and the following B C D will autofill in steps of 6 Mhz eachother.
You can also set the first ( A ) then click apply, then the second ( B ) spanned and click apply, then the third ( C )
spanned and click apply, then the fourth ( D ) spanned and click apply
– default A = 195.000 ( frequency 10 )
– default B = 201.000 ( frequency 11 )
– default C = 207000 ( frequency 12 )
– default D = 213.000 ( frequency 13 )
Just enter 195.000 on A and click APPLY on the bottom
IMPORTANT : if you are operating multiple modulators on the same coax, make sure to use different sets of
frequencies per each modulator, choosing the adjacent fours from the frequency table at the end of this
manual.
You will also need to make different VCT ( see the VCT programming after on this manual ) so each
program will go to a proper destination memory and name on your TVs

Set the Coax Frequencies

RF ON ( ABCD ) = If selected, it activates the related frequency out to the coax, and the related video channels as
assigned from the input 1 and 2 menu as per the previous chapter
– default = ALL SELECTED

RF OUT LEVEL = Set the RF SIGNAL Level out, in dBm ( not db millivolts ! ), from -10 ( high Level ) to -30 ( low )
-10 dBm is the maximum level and equals to +45 dB Millivolts
-10 dBm ( +45 db millivolts ) might be too high in case you drive a distribution amplifier, causing signal distortion which
prevents any TV to receive. If so, just decrease in steps of -3 at time until the signal is properly viewed on all TVs through
your amplifier. If the modulator is driving your coax network directly through a passive coax splitter, just leave this
parameter to the max level -10 dBm
– default = -10dBm
ASI OUT E Bitrate = ( Active only if the ASI OPTION is installed ) Set the payload CBR bitrate of the ASI Data out port for
when the ASI Output is selected to the BUS “ E “.
If the ASI Output selector is selected to A B C D, the ASI bitrate will be the same of the modulator A B C D bitrate
– default = 90.000 Megabits
ASI Output = ( Active only if the ASI OPTION is installed ) Select which of the multiplex data will be output by the ASI Out
ports. Selecting E, the encoders mapped to E will output to the ASI ( see the OUT ENABLE checkboxes on the input 1 /
2 encoder setup, previous on this manual )
Selecting A B C D, the same data of the related modulator will output
– default = OUTPUT E
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This section allows you to set which NAME and POSITION NUMBER each channel will take on your TVs
On the web interface select VCT
Select OUTPUT A on top, to configure NAME and Major/Minor Position number for the first Modulator
VCT MODE = Select CVCT ( Cable Virtual Channel Table mode )
TRANSPORT STREAM ID = DO NOT CHANGE as this is taken automatically from the other settings you did
Click DEL-ALL to clear any previous setting. This is also mandatory in case you change pids and references on the
encoders, so any eventual existing VCT must be refreshed

Destination Name & Number – CH1

CHANNEL 1 Destination Name and Number on the TVs
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MODULATION MODE = 4 ( digital tv type of service )
Default = 4
CARRIER FREQUENCY = Enter the frequency you are using for the modulator A on this unit
Default = 195.000
CHANNEL TSID = Channel Transport Stream ID – Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
PROGRAM NUMBER = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
SHORT NAME = These are the “ CALL LETTERS “ or Name which pops-up on the TV screens when this channel is
selected. As example : DirecTV1 or BluRay-1 Or APPLE or the station name or any lable
Default = HD1 ( you can change this to your favorite name for this channel )
MAJOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the main position number this channel will take on all TVs
As example, if you set number “ 1 “, this program will be stored by all TVs to position number 1 on the remote controls
The combination of this Major number and the following Minor number makes the final position for this channel on the
tv channels lineup.
If another channel is existing on 1, there will be TWO sequential channels numbered 1 on the TVs
Default = 1

Destination Name & Number – CH1

Click ADD = A POP-UP Window will open.
If the POP-UP does not open, please check your web browser pop-up blocker, or use another web browser as
internet explorer or firefox

MINOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the sub position number this channel will take on all TVs under the Major position.
As example, if MAJOR number is set to 1, and this Minor number is also set to 1, this channel will be stored by the TVs on
position 1.1
You can also modify the Minor number to any value so this channel will sequence as wanted within multiple channels
available with the MAJOR NUMBER = 1
Default = 1
SOURCE ID = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
When Done > CLICK SAVE
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Destination Name & Number – CH1

Now the OUTPUT A is listing the VCT settings on the list – Click UPDATE VCT and proceed
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On the web interface select VCT
Select OUTPUT B on top, to configure NAME and Major/Minor Position number for the second Modulator
VCT MODE = Select CVCT ( Cable Virtual Channel Table mode )
TRANSPORT STREAM ID = DO NOT CHANGE as this is taken automatically from the other settings you did
Click DEL-ALL to clear any previous setting. This is also mandatory in case you change pids and references on the
encoders, so any eventual existing VCT must be refreshed

Destination Name & Number – CH2

CHANNEL 2 Destination Name and Number on the TVs
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MODULATION MODE = 4 ( digital tv type of service )
Default = 4
CARRIER FREQUENCY = Enter the frequency you are using for the modulator B on this unit
Default = 201.000
CHANNEL TSID = Channel Transport Stream ID – Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
PROGRAM NUMBER = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
SHORT NAME = These are the “ CALL LETTERS “ or Name which pops-up on the TV screens when this channel is
selected. As example : DirecTV or BluRay Or APPLE or the station name or any lable
Default = HD2 ( you can change this to your favorite name for this channel )
MAJOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the main position number this channel will take on all TVs
As example, if you set number “ 2 “, this program will be stored by all TVs to position number 2 on the remote controls
The combination of this Major number and the following Minor number makes the final position for this channel on the
tv channels lineup.
If another channel is existing on 2, there will be TWO sequential channels numbered 2 on the TVs
Default = 2

Destination Name & Number – CH2

Click ADD = A POP-UP Window will open.
If the POP-UP does not open, please check your web browser pop-up blocker, or use another web browser as
internet explorer or firefox

MINOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the sub position number this channel will take on all TVs under the Major position.
As example, if MAJOR number is set to 2, and this Minor number is also set to 1, this channel will be stored by the TVs on
position 2.1
You can also modify the Minor number to any value so this channel will sequence as wanted within multiple channels
available with the MAJOR NUMBER = 2
Default = 1
SOURCE ID = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
When Done > CLICK SAVE
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Destination Name & Number – CH2

Now the OUTPUT B is listing the VCT settings on the list – Click UPDATE VCT and proceed
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On the web interface select VCT
Select OUTPUT C on top, to configure NAME and Major/Minor Position number for the third Modulator
VCT MODE = Select CVCT ( Cable Virtual Channel Table mode )
TRANSPORT STREAM ID = DO NOT CHANGE as this is taken automatically from the other settings you did
Click DEL-ALL to clear any previous setting. This is also mandatory in case you change pids and references on the
encoders, so any eventual existing VCT must be refreshed

Destination Name & Number – CH3

CHANNEL 3 Destination Name and Number on the TVs
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MODULATION MODE = 4 ( digital tv type of service )
Default = 4
CARRIER FREQUENCY = Enter the frequency you are using for the modulator C on this unit
Default = 201.000
CHANNEL TSID = Channel Transport Stream ID – Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
PROGRAM NUMBER = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
SHORT NAME = These are the “ CALL LETTERS “ or Name which pops-up on the TV screens when this channel is
selected. As example : DirecTV or BluRay Or APPLE or the station name or any lable
Default = HD3 ( you can change this to your favorite name for this channel )
MAJOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the main position number this channel will take on all TVs
As example, if you set number “ 3 “, this program will be stored by all TVs to position number 3 on the remote controls
The combination of this Major number and the following Minor number makes the final position for this channel on the
tv channels lineup.
If another channel is existing on 3, there will be TWO sequential channels numbered 3 on the TVs
Default = 3

Destination Name & Number – CH3

Click ADD = A POP-UP Window will open.
If the POP-UP does not open, please check your web browser pop-up blocker, or use another web browser as
internet explorer or firefox

MINOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the sub position number this channel will take on all TVs under the Major position.
As example, if MAJOR number is set to 3, and this Minor number is also set to 1, this channel will be stored by the TVs on
position 3.1
You can also modify the Minor number to any value so this channel will sequence as wanted within multiple channels
available with the MAJOR NUMBER = 3
Default = 1
SOURCE ID = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
When Done > CLICK SAVE
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Destination Name & Number – CH3

Now the OUTPUT C is listing the VCT settings on the list – Click UPDATE VCT and proceed
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On the web interface select VCT
Select OUTPUT D on top, to configure NAME and Major/Minor Position number for the fourth Modulator
VCT MODE = Select CVCT ( Cable Virtual Channel Table mode )
TRANSPORT STREAM ID = DO NOT CHANGE as this is taken automatically from the other settings you did
Click DEL-ALL to clear any previous setting. This is also mandatory in case you change pids and references on the
encoders, so any eventual existing VCT must be refreshed

Destination Name & Number – CH4

CHANNEL 4 Destination Name and Number on the TVs
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MODULATION MODE = 4 ( digital tv type of service )
Default = 4
CARRIER FREQUENCY = Enter the frequency you are using for the modulator D on this unit
Default = 213.000
CHANNEL TSID = Channel Transport Stream ID – Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
PROGRAM NUMBER = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
SHORT NAME = These are the “ CALL LETTERS “ or Name which pops-up on the TV screens when this channel is
selected. As example : DirecTV or BluRay Or APPLE or the station name or any lable
Default = HD4 ( you can change this to your favorite name for this channel )
MAJOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the main position number this channel will take on all TVs
As example, if you set number “ 4 “, this program will be stored by all TVs to position number 4 on the remote controls
The combination of this Major number and the following Minor number makes the final position for this channel on the
tv channels lineup.
If another channel is existing on 4, there will be TWO sequential channels numbered 4 on the TVs
Default = 4

Destination Name & Number – CH4

Click ADD = A POP-UP Window will open.
If the POP-UP does not open, please check your web browser pop-up blocker, or use another web browser as
internet explorer or firefox

MINOR CHANNEL NUMBER = This is the sub position number this channel will take on all TVs under the Major position.
As example, if MAJOR number is set to 4, and this Minor number is also set to 1, this channel will be stored by the TVs on
position 4.1
You can also modify the Minor number to any value so this channel will sequence as wanted within multiple channels
available with the MAJOR NUMBER = 4
Default = 1
SOURCE ID = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
When Done > CLICK SAVE
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Destination Name & Number – CH4

Now the OUTPUT D is listing the VCT settings on the list – Click UPDATE VCT and proceed
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If you do not plan to use the ASI DATA out, skip this step
On the web interface select VCT
Select OUTPUT E on top, to configure NAME and Major/Minor Position number for the ASI DATA out
VCT MODE = Select CVCT ( Cable Virtual Channel Table mode )
TRANSPORT STREAM ID = DO NOT CHANGE as this is taken automatically from the other settings you did
Click DEL-ALL to clear any previous setting. This is also mandatory in case you change pids and references on the
encoders, so any eventual existing VCT must be refreshed

ASI Out VCT configuration

ASI OUT VCT Configuration ( option )
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ASI Out VCT configuration

Click ADD = A POP-UP Window will open.
If the POP-UP does not open, please check your web browser pop-up blocker, or use another web browser as
internet explorer or firefox

The ASI OUT is a multiplex, so all the 4 ENCODERS will be configured at once
MODULATION MODE = 4 ( digital tv type of service )
Default = 4
CARRIER FREQUENCY = Enter the frequency you are using for the ASI out on this unit, or just one
Default = 195.000
CHANNEL TSID = Channel Transport Stream ID – Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
PROGRAM NUMBER = Taken automatically from the previous settings
Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
SHORT NAMES = These are the “ CALL LETTERS “ or Name which pops-up on the TV screens when this channel is
selected. As example : DirecTV or BluRay Or APPLE or the station name or any lable
Default = HD4 / HD2 / HD3 / HD4 ( you can change this to your favorite name for this channel )
MAJOR CHANNEL NUMBERs = Destination position numbers on the TVs channels lineup
Default = 1
MINOR CHANNEL NUMBERs = This is the sub position number these channels will take on all TVs under the Major
position.
Default = 1 / 2 / 3 / 4
SOURCE ID = Taken automatically from the previous settings Default = Automatically taken – DO NOT CHANGE
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Now the ASI OUTPUT E is listing the VCT settings on the list – Click UPDATE VCT and proceed

ASI Out VCT configuration

When Done > CLICK SAVE
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If you do not plan to use the IPTV out, skip this step
Onn the web interface select IP OUTPUT
Copy the values and selections as on the picture for a perfect operation

IPTV Streaming out

IPTV STREAMING OUT Configuration ( option )

See the MULTICAST IP STREAMING GUIDE from the USB Memory pen about
how to use and implement the IP Streaming
IP OUT ENABLE = Enable or disable the ip streaming traffic out for each of the encoders from the IPTV RJ45 port
on the rear panel.
Important : The M check box ( on the right ) is the clone of the ASI out, with Multiplexed streams.
Keep this check box unselected to prevent high traffic on the IP Network, unless you need to deliver the MPTS stream
( multi program transport stream ) for a specific application
Default = 1/2/3/4 Selected - M Unselected
FILTER NULL PKT = Enable or disable the filtering of the Null Pakets on each output stream
Default = 1/2/3/4/M Selected
OUTPUT SPTS 1 = Set the MULTICAST ADDRESS and Port and type of protocol for the IP Stream from the first channel
encoder
Default = 224.2.2.2 port 1001 protocol RTP/RTSP
OUTPUT SPTS 2 = Set the MULTICAST ADDRESS and Port and type of protocol for the IP Stream from the second
channel encoder
Default = 224.2.2.2 port 1002 protocol RTP/RTSP
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OUTPUT SPTS 4 = Set the MULTICAST ADDRESS and Port and type of protocol for the IP Stream from the fourth
channel encoder
Default = 224.2.2.2 port 1004 protocol RTP/RTSP
OUTPUT MPTS = Set the MULTICAST ADDRESS and Port and type of protocol for the IP Stream
from the “E” Multiplexed ASI out
Default = 224.2.2.2 port 1000 protocol RTP/RTSP
SERVICE IP = The base address on the network for the IPTV RJ45 port.
Must match the address class of your network switch routing table if any
Default = 192.168.3.137
IMPORTANT : This address MUST BE different from the Remote Control port address.
As example, if this address is set to 192.168.3.xxx, the Remote control port Cannot be 192.168.3.xxx
and must be any number but 3

IPTV Streaming out

OUTPUT SPTS 3 = Set the MULTICAST ADDRESS and Port and type of protocol for the IP Stream from the third
channel encoder
Default = 224.2.2.2 port 1003 protocol RTP/RTSP

SUBNET MASK = The subnet mask for the network
Default = 255.255.255.0
GATEWAY = The address of the switch router
Default = 192.168.3.1
Click APPLY to set the changes
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Not Used for the US QAM standard operations
No need to configure

NIT Configuration

NIT Network Information Table Configuration
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If you do not plan to use the ASI Input, skip this step
The purpose of the ASI Input is to inject to the modulator outputs external channels from tuners or other encoders,
together with the built-in video encoders.
You can feed external channels from our PVI MTRX multi tuner receivers, adding as example off air local channels
to the qam cable modulation out of this unit.

ASI Input

ASI Input Remultiplexer ( option )

IMPORTANT: when adding an external channel to the output the total bitrate shall not exceed the maximum allowance
of each modulator ( a b c d ) otherwise all channels with that modulator will not be receivable.
To check the current bitrate status of each modulator, check on the welcome web page on the menu,
the maxout bitrate and the current bitrate, as well the overflow green/red dot alarm
On the web interface select ASI Input

Connect the ASI Feed to the ASI input BNC connector, max rate is 214 Megabit/s
1) A B C D E = Select the modulator A B C D or the ASI OUT ( E ) you want to work with
2) PASS THROUGH / MULTIPLEX = In PASS-TRHOUGH, all the data from the ASI will be sent to the selected output on
top ( A B C D E ) with no remultiplexing, nor ADD/DROP selective selection.
In MULTIPLEX MODE you will be able to select from the list of available services on the left which ones you want to
output to the selected modulator ( A B C D )
Default = MULTIPLEX
3) REFRESH INPUT = Scans the ASI signal to find available pids and services, EAS, Dynamic PSIP
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5) CHECK THE BITRATE OF THE CURRENT OUTPUT ( A B C D )
when adding an external channel to the output the total bitrate shall not exceed the maximum allowance
of each modulator ( a b c d ) otherwise all channels with that modulator will not be receivable.
To check the current bitrate status of each modulator, check on the welcome web page on the menu,
the maxout bitrate and the current bitrate, as well the overflow green/red dot alarm
OTHER FEATURES :

ASI Input

4) INPUT PROGRAM = The list on the left shows the found services from the ASI input. Check the ones to add to the
output currently selected on top ( A B C D ), then click SELECT PROGRAM to add it to the output list on the right
related to the selected output ( A B C D ) on top

a) Right Click on the right list component to change PIDS, names and values
b) Cancel program button, to remove from the right list the selected items
IMPORTANT : when you add to the output external channels, you will need to DELETE and ADD again the VCT virtual
channel table for the selected output ( A B C D ) in order to specify the destination channel names and numbers for
all the new added services to the output
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After the equipment is set, the save operation must be performed so in case of power off the unit will keep the settings

SAVE

SAVE

On the menu, select SAVE/RESTORE > click on SAVE CONFIG
IMPORTANT : The restore configuration and factory set buttons should not be used as it brings the unit in a
specific test mode not suitable for the final operation.

In case of need, you can restore the Default Best Settings by loading the default configuration file
from your USB Memory > CONFIGURATIONS FILES FOLDER > default configuration.
From the computer WEB interface > BACKUP/LOAD > BROWSE the wanted configuration file on the usb
> LOAD.
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It is possible to save to your computer hard disk or usb pen the current configuration of your unit.

Backup config = Saves to your DISK or USB Memory the current configuration of this unit.
BROWSE / LOAD FILE = Browse for a Configuration file from the Disk or USB PEN, and load the settings to the unit,
completely restoring a previously saved configuration, or a factory best setting file from the USB

BACKUP or LOAD Configurations

BACKUP or LOAD CONFIGURATIONS
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Use this function to change the REMOTE CONTROL network address of the unit.

NETWORK

NETWORK

WARNING : DO NOT CHANGE THIS PARAMETER UNLESS YOU NEED TO
This whole manual refers to the unit default address 192.168.0.136, and if you change your address,
please make sure to write it on this manual too, so in future you will be able to recall the current address to
point the web browser
Improper setting of this parameter might result with loss of control of the unit, and the only solution is the general reset
from the physical front panel menu, accessing the menu via front panel button EN/SAVE > then options 6 SYSTEM > 6.3
FACTORY RESET
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Use this function to change the USER NAME and PASSWORD to access the system
WARNING : DO NOT CHANGE THIS PARAMETER UNLESS YOU NEED TO
Improper setting of this parameter might result with loss of control of the unit, and the only solution is the general reset
from the physical front panel menu, accessing the menu via front panel button EN/SAVE >
then options 6 SYSTEM > 6.3 FACTORY RESET
If you lockout the keyboard and display, and lose the user/password, the only way to restore the unit will be to
open the top cover and reload the complete software

LOGIN

LOGIN
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NORTH AMERICAN DIGITAL QAM CABLE TELEVISION CHANNELS / FREQUENCIES
Channel Number

QAM / CDSREF Carrier (MHz)

Subband "T" Channels
Lowband
2

57.00

3

63.00

4

69.00

1

75.00

5

79.00 or 81.00

6

85.00 or 87.00

Midband
95

93.00

96

99.00

97

105.00

98

111.00

99

117.00

Midband
14

123.00

15

129.00

16

135.00

17

141.00

18

147.00

19

153.00

20

159.00

21

165.00

22

171.00

Highband
7

177.00

8

183.00

9

189.00

10

195.00

11

201.00

47

12

207.00

13

213.00

Superband
23

219.00

24

225.00

25

231.00

26

237.00

27

243.00

28

249.00

29

255.00

30

261.00

31

267.00

32

273.00

33

279.00

34

285.00

35

291.00

36

297.00

Hyperband
37

303.00

38

309.00

39

315.00

40

321.00

41

327.00

42

333.00

43

339.00

44

345.00

45

351.00

46

357.00

47

363.00

48

369.00

49

375.00

50

381.00

51

387.00

52

393.00

53

399.00

54

405.00

55

411.00

56

417.00

57

423.00
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58

429.00

59

435.00

60

441.00

61

447.00

62

453.00

63

459.00

64

465.00

Ultraband
65

471.00

66

477.00

67

483.00

68

489.00

69

495.00

70

501.00

71

507.00

72

513.00

73

519.00

74

525.00

75

531.00

76

537.00

77

543.00

78

549.00

79

555.00

80

561.00

81

567.00

82

573.00

83

579.00

84

585.00

85

591.00

86

597.00

87

603.00

88

609.00

89

615.00

90

621.00

91

627.00

92

633.00

93

639.00

94

645.00

Jumboband
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100

651.00

101

657.00

102

663.00

103

669.00

104

675.00

105

681.00

106

687.00

107

693.00

108

699.00

109

705.00

110

711.00

111

717.00

112

723.00

113

729.00

114

735.00

115

741.00

116

747.00

117

753.00

118

759.00

119

765.00

120

771.00

121

777.00

122

783.00

123

789.00

124

795.00

125

801.00

126

807.00

127

813.00

128

819.00

129

825.00

130

831.00

131

837.00

132

843.00

133

849.00

134

855.00

135

861.00

136

867.00

137

873.00

138

879.00
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139

885.00

140

891.00

141

897.00

142

903.00

143

909.00

144

915.00

145

921.00

146

927.00

147

933.00

148

939.00

149

945.00

150

951.00

151

957.00

152

963.00

153

969.00

154

975.00

155

981.00

156

987.00

157

993.00

158

999.00
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Tech Support
After going through this manual, should you have any question or need tech support
the best and fastest way is to contact your local reseller who sold you the equipment,
or send an email to support@pviusa.com
When you send a tech support request, please be very specific so we can understand and help you asap

Why the email is faster than the phone call ?
Because we can address your email to a very specific engineer, and he can send you a quick and precise
reply with pictures, step by step guides, or files we cannot do on the phone
The emails are responded very quickly, usually within 30 minutes, Monday to Thursday 9 am – 5pm EST,
and Friday 9 am to Noon.
Requests sent Friday Afternoon, Saturday and Sunday will be replied as soon as possible the following
Monday or the Business day
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